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Leading spice manufacturer relies on open source
IT technologies
We start every day by looking at openITCOCKPIT, because with it we can instantly see if there
have been any issues or problems – or if even nothing‘s been going on.

„

„

Hela is one of the world‘s leading manufacturers and processors of spices. This fourth generation, family-run business,
which was started in 1905 in Hamburg, Germany, now has over 10 sites on four continents. And to meet its business
customers‘ requirements, Hela naturally relies on its IT: a robust, integrated solution that comprises monitoring, helpdesk and IT documentation systems, ensures efficient IT service management processes and helps the company make
optimum use of its resources.
And by using openITCOCKPIT as their central monitoring tool, Hela is guaranteed a comprehensive overview of their IT
systems. That‘s why every morning the first thing they do is fire up openITCOCKPIT; because here they instantly find
out the status of all IT systems and components – at a glance. It‘s even integrated with their CMDB and ticketing system.

Die RSAG
profitiert
This
simplifies ITdurch
service die
management processes, improves traceability and documentation and reduces their overall
Lösung workload.
von folgenden Vorteilen:
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▶ Data Warehouse als zentrale und konsolidierte
Datenbasis im Unternehmen, die auf Pentaho basiert
und bestehende Datenquellen (SAP, Branchenlösung
TRAS) einbindet.
▶ Informationen über die Geschäftsentwicklungen sind
auf Knopfdruck verfügbar.
▶ Für die Entwicklungen der einzelnen Geschäftsbereichen können nun genaue Forecasts erstellt werden.
▶ Datenaufbereitung aus fachlicher Perspektive für die
Abteilungen Vertrieb, Technik, Finanzabteilung und IT.
▶ Hohe Nutzerakzeptanz dank intuitiver Weboberfläche, hoher Abfragegeschwindigkeit, automatisierter Datenintegration und Berichterstellung sowie
spürbarer Arbeitserleichterung.
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Integrated monitoring, helpdesk and IT documentation
The monitoring and helpdesk systems are integrated so that should problems arise, a ticket is automatically generated
to address the issue. By integrating the ticketing system with the CMDB, the required information from the IT documentation software can be displayed in the ticket. This not only notifies IT staff immediately when services are at risk of
becoming critical, but also gives them access to all the necessary data on the affected device or process with a single
click. The monitoring system is configured in such a way that it automatically closes tickets when the status returns to
normal. Employees thus receive the best possible support in their daily work and can concentrate on their core tasks by
doing away with routine activities and research work.
The integration of monitoring, helpdesk and IT documentation systems has greatly simplified the workload for the Hela
IT team. Automated processes contribute to establishing an efficient IT service management system with very little
downtime. Problems are also documented so that they can be retrospectively analysed to identify possible areas for
process optimisation so that future outages can be avoided.

We would recommend this solution to everyone. You don‘t need to buy expensive products
to build an efficient IT service management system. Open source solutions come with all the
functions and standard interfaces you need - things that aren‘t usually available with proprietary software.

Open source technologies: Improved documentation and
automation

„

„

After its contract for the Groundwork monitoring solution had expired, Hela began looking for a new solution. Having
already had good experiences with open-source software, the IT department wanted once again to focus on open technologies. In addition to the cost aspect (licences), it was also important that an integrated service management system
be introduced. And to ensure that efficient IT processes would be created, it would be necessary to integrate the chosen
solutions so that they could automatically exchange data and eliminate manual tasks.
Since OTRS was already being used as the helpdesk system, Hela decided to go with the openITCOCKPIT monitoring
system and the i-doit IT documentation software, as these can be seamlessly integrated with OTRS. The fact that openITCOCKPIT is very intuitive and provides graphic data visualisations that include tracking by time period were further
points in its favour. openITCOCKPIT has therefore become the central „cockpit“ for the IT department – so much so that
it is the first system they consult every morning in order to see the current status of their IT systems. While the system
creates a ticket in OTRS for critical events, it also sends an SMS to the mobile phone of the on-call person once the
incident status rises to „very critical“.
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Getting the hang of thing
Getting started with openITCOCKPIT and OTRS was easy, but i-doit did require a bit of time for the users to get fully to
grips with things. With openITCOCKPIT, the added value was immediately apparent: The system provides users with a
quick and comprehensive overview of the company‘s IT landscape. Since the system issues warnings before problems
occur, the IT team has the ability to react to incidents quickly.
This was an important motivator for working with the system, because if you don‘t actually use it, you can‘t act proactively and you will quickly have users on the phone when things go wrong. So, when it came to working with tickets
and configuration items, Hela needed a bit more time, because i-doit is a powerful and sophisticated documentation
system. Using tickets was also not something that all employees were familiar with, so a certain amount of follow-up
was a great benefit to the team.

We are very pleased with the ITSM suite – it covers all our IT service management needs.

„

„

Fewer problems, fewer outages
By using these three integrated solutions, problems and outages at Hela have become a rarity, because the system provides ample notice at the first sign of any issues. The IT team can therefore immediately react and take countermeasures, if required. The close integration of the helpdesk and IT documentation systems helps ensure that response times
are adhered to exactly: „With just one click in a ticket, we can immediately see all the information about the affected
devices. There‘s just no comparison between the system we have now and how we used to work before using these
three solutions.“
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it-novum About us

Why you should talk to it-novum...
it-novum is the leading IT consulting company for business open source in the German speaking market. Founded in
2001, it-novum is a subsidiary of the listed KAP AG.
Monitoring, IT documentation, ticket systems - when it comes down to IT service management as integrated service,
we have the right solutions at hand: with the ITSM Suite from it-novum, organizations can seamlessly integrate open
source software tools like i-doit (documentation), ((OTRS)) Community Edition (ticket system), JDisc (discovery) and
our in-house development openITCOCKPIT (monitoring). This way, users across all departments can benefit from
integrated IT services.

Outstanding support, consulting and
successful project implementation
Don‘t worry. Our individual support models help you to solve all kinds of problems. Our team supports you
with operating your ITSM solution with guaranteed Service Level Agreements. With many years of experience in
the field of ITSM, we provide you with the best consulting your project needs - from planning and conception to
implementation.
Our entire ITSM team is ITIL certified!

Monitoring solution for holdings and
medium-sized businesses
Our monitoring software openITCOCKPIT provides
services transparency by monitoring your entire IT
landscape. openITCOCKPIT offers features such as high
scalability, SAP monitoring, cluster capability and an
intuitive web interface with a modular structure.
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